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Abstract. A well-known syatero of two amplitude equations is considered that describes the 
weakly nonlinear evolution of many nonequilibrium systems at the onset of the so-called oscillatory 
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1. Introduction and formulation. This paper deals with the following parabo-
lic problem: 
(1.1) At = (1 + ia)Axx - e-lAx + fiA - (1 + i/3)A\A\2 + (7 + i6)A\B\*, 
(1.2) Bt = (1 + ia)Bxx + e-\Bx + pB - (1 + i/3)B\B\* + (7 + i6)B\A\*, 
(1.3) A{x + 1, í) = A(x, t) exp(- ia) , B(x + 1, t) = B(x, i) exp(ia) if x £ K, t > 0, 
(1.4) A(x, 0) = A0(x), B(x, 0) = B0(x) if x e R. 
Here A and B are appropriately smooth complex-valued functions of the spatial vari-
able x and the time í; i is the imaginary unit; the real parameters a, 0, 7, 6, /i, and 
a are such that 
(1.5) n > 0, 7 < 1, and 0 < a < 2n, 
and the real parameter e > 0 is assumed to be small. The functions Ao and B<¡ 
appearing in the initial conditions (1.4) are appropriately smooth. Then, as we shall 
see in §3, the problem (1.1)—(1.4) is well posed and its solution is defined in 0 < t < 00. 
In addition, we shall consider the problem (1.1)-(1.4) under one of the following 
additional conditions: 
(1.6) A(x, t) = -B(-x, t) if x € R, t > 0, 
(1.7) A(x,t) = B(-x,t) ifxeR, í>0. 
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As we shall see in §3 each of these conditions is compatible with (1.1)—(1.4) in the 
foUowing sense: if a solution of (1.1)-(1.4) satisfies that condition for t = 0, then the 
condition holds for alH > 0. 
Equations (1.1), (1.2) appear as a normal form in a weakly nonlinear analysis of 
nonequilibrium systems at the onset of the so-called oscillatory instability, see [l]-[4]. 
In particular, they have been used in the analysis of wave dynamics in doubly diffusive 
and binary fluid convection (see [1], [5], [6]), and some of their solutions have been 
seen to describe qualitatively the results of some experiments (see [7]-[ll]). 
Let us now explain briefly how these equations are obtained and where conditions 
(1.3), (1.6), and (1.7) come from. We consider a system of PDEs of the form 
du id2 \ 
(i.8) — = GÍ—,U\R\ i n ~°°<X<oc> T>0> 
where u = ( u i , . . . , UJV) is a function of the space variable X, and the time variable T, 
R is a control parameter, and G is a nonlinear differential operator (invariant under 
space translations, X —> X+c, and renection, X —• —X) such that G(d2/dX2,0; R) = 
0 (the uniform state u = 0 is a stationary solution of (1.8) for all R). 
Let <p(u, k2, R) — 0 (w = growth rate, fe = wave number) be the complex disper-
sión relation of the linearized problem about u = 0. We assume that the growth rate 
of the most unstable modes are of the form 
u> = ±iü + c1±R T c2fco(fe - feo) - c3±(k - feo)2 + o(\R\) + o(\k - fc0|2), 
u = ± i í í + c1±R ± c2ko(k + feo) - c3±(k + k0)2 + o(\R\) + o(\k + fc0|2), 
as R —> 0 and fe —• ±feo, while Reo; < 0 otherwise. Here the coefEcients íl and feo are 
real, while ci±, c-z and C3± are complex, and such that ci_ = ci+, C3- = C3+ (overbars 
stand for the complex conjúgate) and 
(1.9) íí > 0, feo > 0, Reci+ > 0, Rec2 = 0, Rec3+ > 0. 
Notice that the corresponding neutrally stable modes at R = 0 are of the form 
u = Uo[Aexp(iüT + ikoX) + Bexp(iQT - ik0X)] + ce . 
for a certain eigenvector U<¡ 6 C^, where the complex amplitudes A and B are arbi-' 
trary and ce . stands for the complex conjúgate. That mode is the superposition of 
two wavetrains that are travelling in opposite directions. The weakly nonlinear stabil-* 
ity of those pairs of waves, as R —* 0, is analyzed by appropriately scaling the complex * 
amplitudes and allowing them to depend on the slow time and space variables t = s2T 
and x = eX, where the small parameter e > 0 is defined by e2 = R. If the ansatz 
(1.10) u = eU0[A(x, t) exp(iílT + ik0X) + B(x, t) exp(iÜT - ik0X)\ + c e + 0(e2) 
is inserted into (1.8) and the appropriate solvability conditions are applied at the 
orders 0(e2) and 0(e 3) , then the foUowing evolution equations are obtained (at the 
order 0(e3)): 
(1.11) At = c3+Axx - ( ^ ) Ax + cí+A + CiA\A\2 + c5A\B\2, 
(1.12) Bt = c3+Bxx + ( - p J Bx + a+B + C4J3|S|2 + c5B|>i|2, 
where the coefBcients ci+, C2, and C3+ are as defined above, and C4 and C5 depend on 
the leading nonlinear terms of (1.8). Equations (1.11), (1.12) may be obtained quite 
directly by symmetry considerations (see [1]), but the actual valúes of the coefficients 
C4 and C5 must be obtained by the process described above (which usually leads to 
quite tedious calculations, even with the help of symbolic algebra). Notice that the 
coefficient {c^ko/ié) is real and large as e —» 0 if C2 ^ 0 as we are assuming (the 
assumption C2 = 0 would restrict the analysis to a codimension-two point of the pa-
rameter space of (1.8)). In addition to (1.9), the following supercriticality assumption 
will be made: 
(1.13) Rec4 < 0, Re(c4 + c5) < 0. 
In fact, if (1.13) does not hold, then (1.11), (1.12) possess solutions that either are 
unbounded as t —• 00 or blow up in a finite time, as is readily seen by considering 
spatially uniform solutions. 
Now, let us impose the following spatial periodicity condition on the solutions of 
(1.8): 
(1.14) u(X + L,T) = u(X,T), 
where the period L depends on e in such a way that eL —+ l > 0 and 
27r fract (koL/2ir) —* d as e —• 0 (fract(z) stands for the fractionary part of the real z). 
Then if condition (1.14) is imposed on (1.10), the following conditions are obtained 
(to the leading order): 
(1.15) A(x + l,t) = A(x,t)exp(-id), B(x + l,t) = B(x,t)exp(id). 
Observe that the conditions (1.14) are appropriate to analyze the problem (1.8) 
in a finite interval, 0 < X < L/2, if the boundary conditions at X = 0 and L/2 are 
either of the Dirichlet (u = 0) or Neumann (i¿x = 0) type. This is readily seen when 
» u is extended to —00 < X < 00 by means of the appropriate reflexión principie: 
(1.16) u(X + mL/2,T) = -u(-X + mL/2,T) (Dirichlet), or 
. (1.17) u(X + mL/2, T) = u(-X + m i / 2 , T) (Neumann) 
for each integer m. When (1.16) or (1.17) are imposed on (1.10), then (to leading 
order) we obtain (1.15) and 
(1.18) A(x,t) = -B(-x,t) (Dirichlet), or 
(1.19) A(x, t) = B(-x, t) (Neumann). 
Now, by applying in (1.11), (1.12), (1.15) an appropriate transformation of the type 
A(x, t). —* A(x, í)exp(ieí), B(x,t) —• B(x,t)exp(iet) (to make real the coefficients of 
A and B in (1.11) and (1.12), respectively), and rescaling the variables A, B, x, and t, 
and the small parameter e, we obtain (1.1)-(1.3); conditions (1.5) readily follow from 
(1.13). By the same process, the additional condition (1.18) (respectively, (1.19)) leads 
to (1.6) (respectively, (1.7)). 
Therefore, the problem (1.1)-(1.4) seems to be appropriate to analyze spatially 
periodic patterns of (1.8) near the instability limit. Pattern formation in finite inter-
vals, under homogeneous Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions, is analyzed by 
imposing (1.6) or (1.7). 
The main object of this paper is to obtain rigorously the following approxi-
mate model (of (1.1)-(1.4)) in the limit e - • 0 : A(x,t) ~ V(x - t/e,t), B(x,t) ~ 
W(x + t/e, t), where the functions {y, i) —• V(y,t) and (z, t) —* W(z,t) satisfy, in first 
approximation, 
(1.20) Vt = (1 + ia)Vyy + fiV - (1 + i/3)V\V\2 + (7 + i6)V(\W\2), 
(1.21) Wt = (1 + ia)Wzz + ^ - ( 1 + i(3)W\W\2 + (7 + i6)W{\V\2), 
(1.22) V(y + l,t) = V(y,t)exp(-ia), W(z + l,t) = W{z,t)exp{ia), 
(1.23) V(y,0) = A0(y), W(z,0) = B0(z), 
if y, z € R, t > 0. Here, the spatial average (•) is defined by 
(1-24) (f)= [ f(Z,W 
Jo 
for each function / 6 C(R x [0, oo[) that is periodic, of period 1, in its first argument 
(as |V|2 and \W\2 are; see (1.22)). In addition, we shall see that if A and B satisfy 
one of the additional conditions, (1.6) or (1.7), then {\W\2) = (|V|2) for all í > 0, and 
the model (1.20)-(1.23) may be further simplified to 
(1.25) Vt = (1 + ia)Vyy + nV - (1 + i(3)V\V\* + (7 + i6)V(\V\2), 
(1.26) V(y + 1, t) = V{y, t) exp(-m), V(y, 0) = Ao(y) if y € R, í > 0. 
These two models were first obtained, independently, by Knobloch and De Luca 
[12] and by Alvarez-Pereira and Vega [13]. In both cases a formal derivation was made, 
by means of perturbation techniques. In fact, in [13] the problem under consideration 
was not of the type (1.8), but (1.20)-(1.23) and (1.25)-(1.26) appeared in a weakly 
nonlineax stability analysis, in two space dimensions, of travelling plañe wave-fronts in 
a reaction-diffusion system arising in combustión theory; that problem is essentially 
more involved than (1.8), and the models (1.20)-(1.23) and (1.25)-(1.26) were obtained 
in a particular limit. 
The paper is organized as follows. For convenience, a formal derivation (by means 
of a two-time scales method) of (1.20)-(1.23) is given in §2. Section 3 includes some 
preliminaries concerning the model (1.1)-(1.4), a rigorous derivation of the approx-
imate models and some basic properties of these models. Finally, in §4 we describe 
further properties of the approximate models, and make some conjectures. 
2. A formal derivation of the model (1.20)—(1.23). Here we give a formal 
derivation of model (1.20)-(1.23) by means of perturbation techniques (the second 
asymptotic model is easily obtained from the first one, as it will be seen in §3). That 
derivation will give the key idea for the rigorous analysis of next section. In addition, 
it will provide some insight into the nature of the limit e —• 0, by explaining why it 
is natural to expect the appearance of the spatial averaged terms in the approximate 
models. 
As e —* 0, there are two obvious time scales in (1.1), (1.2): 
(2.1) t ~ 1 and r = t/e ~ 1. 
The latter comes when balancing At with — e~1Ax in (1.1) (or Bt with e~lBx in (1.2)). 
Then we shall seek the expansions 
A(x,t) = Áo(x,r,t) + eÁi(x,r,t) -i , B(x,t) = B0(x,T,t) + e£?i(a:,r,r) H . 
When these expansions are inserted into (1.1)—(1.3), and the coefñcients of e° and 
e
1
 are set to zero, the following problems are obtained: 
(2.2) Aor + Á0x = 0, Bor - Box = 0, 
(2.3) Air + Mx = -Áot + (1 + ia)Á0xx + Á0 [/u - (1 + i/3)|A0|2 + (7 + ¿*)l¿o|2] , 
(2.4) BlT - Bxx = -Bot + (1 + ia)B0xx + Bo[p-(l + 0)\BO\2 + (7 + ¿¿)|A0|2] , 
(2.5) Aj(x + 1, r, t) = Aj(x, r, r) exp(—ia), Bj(x + 1, T, t) = Bj(x, r, t) exp(ia), 
(2.6) Ao(x,0,0) = Ao(x), Bo{x,0,0) = B0(x), Ai(x,0,0) = Bi(x) = 0 
for j = 0 and 1. The wave equations (2.2) readily yield Ao(x, r, i) = Vo(x — r , í ) , 
Bo(x,r,t) = WQ(X+T,Í), for some functions (y,i) —> Vo(y,t) and (z,t) -+ Wo(z,t) that 
satisfy (1.22), (1.23) (see (2.5), (2.6)) and are otherwise arbitrary (at the moment). 
Then the solution of (2.3), (2.4) may be found in close-form 
¿ i (x , r , t ) = Vi{x-T,t) + r \-Vot + (1 + ia)V0yy + V0 <ji - (1 + i0)\Vo\2)] 
m«r> (2.7) +\±J-íjv0J |^o(^,í)l2^ 
Bi(x , r , í ) = Wi(x + r,t) + T [-Wot + (1 + ia)W0zz + W0 (/x - (1 + ¿/?)|W)|2)] 
(2.8) + ( I ^ ) Wo j ^ T X |VÍ,(l/,í)|2d2/ 
for some functions Vi and Wi (to be determined at later stages). 
Now, by eliminating secular terms in the fast time scale, i.e., by requiring the 
right-hand side of (2.7) to be bounded as r —» oo (í = constant in this time scale) we 
readily obtain 
-Vot + (1 + i<x)V<yy + V0[n-(1 + iP)\Vo\2} 
fT+X 
+ (7 + iS)V0 lim (2-r)-1 / \W0(z, t)\2dz = 0. 
T-+CO J0 
Notice that for each fixed valué of y = x — T, the first three terms in the left-
hand side of this equation are constant (recall that t = constant at this time stage), 
while the last one is of the form (7 + i6)Vo\imT->oo(2r)-1 JQT v \Wo(z,t)\2dz, and 
since \W0{z + l , í ) | 2 = |W0(z,t)|2 (see (1.22)), we have (2-r)-1 J*T+V \W0(z,t)\2dz = 
(|Wb|2) + 0 ( r _ 1 ) as r —• 00, where the spatial average (•) was defined in (1.24). Then 
Vb and WQ satisfy (1.20). Equation (1.21) is obtained in a completely similar way, by 
eliminating secular terms in (2.8), and the derivation of (1.20)-(1.23) is complete. 
Observe that, to the leading order, in the fast time scale (r ~ 1), the amplitudes 
A and B satisfy the wave equations (2.2), whose solution represents two waves that 
are travelling in opposite directions. If one moves in a reference frame attached to 
the wave associated with A (i.e., if x — r = constant), then the wave associated with 
B is seen to travel at a speed 2 in the fast time scale, or at a speed 2/e (—• 00 as 
e —• 0) in the slow time scale. Therefore, if t ~ 1, then the spatial structure of B is 
not appreciated from the reference frame moving with A; only the spatial mean valué 
of |B | 2 over a period is seen. This explains the appearance of the spatial averages in 
the asymptotic equations, and suggests the main argument in the proof of Theorem 
3.4 below. 
3. Main results concerning the models (1.1)—(1.4), (1.20)-(1.23), and 
(1.25)—(1.26). Here we first consider some preliminary properties of the model (1.1)-
(1.4). Then, the approximate models (1.20)-(1.23) and (1.25)-(1.27) are rigorously 
derived. Finally, some basic properties of the approximate models are given. 
3.1. The model (1.1)-(1.4) . In order to prove that the model (1.1)-(1.4) is 
well posed we could modify appropriately an abstract result by Ghidaglia [14] that 
was used be Temam [15] to prove the well-posedness of the standard complex cubic 
Ginzburg-Landau equation in finite domains with standard boundary conditions. 
Nevertheless, for the sake of brevity, we shall follow a more direct approach, based on 
a classical result by Henry [16]. 
THEOREM 3.1. 7/7 < 1 and if the functions Ao and BQ belong to (the complexified 
space of) C2+a([0,1]), for some a € ]0,1[, and satisfy (1.3), then (1.1)-(1.4) possess a 
unique classical solution, (x,t) —• (A(x,t),B(x, t)), such that A, B € C2+a'1+a/2([0,1] 
x [0, T]) for allT > 0. In addüion, A,B£ C2k'k([0,1] x [Ti,T2\) whenever 0 < Tx < T2 
and k > 0. 
Proof. We first state (1.1)—(1.4) in an appropriate abstract setting (after decom-
plexification and restriction to the bounded interval 0 < x < 1, with the appropriate 
boundary conditions at x = 0,1, obtained from (1.3)) as 
dtl (3.1) — + Lu = f(u) if O 0, u(0) = wo e D(L), dt 
where the linear operator L : D(L) —+ X = ¿2(]0,1[)4 is defined in such a way that 
/ : X —• X is a substitution perator, and 
D(L) = { u £ H2QO, 1[)4 : u satisfies the boundary conditions at x = 0,1}. 
Then the operator L is sectorial in X, and / is locally Lipschitzian and maps bounded 
sets into bounded sets. Then, by applying [17, p. 55, Thm. 3.3.4], it follows that (3.1) 
possesses a unique mild solution, u € C([0,T[,X), in a maximal interval of existence, 
0 < t < T, and one of the following alternatives holds: either (i) T = oo, or (ii) T < oo 
and there is a sequence, {ím} C R, such that tm —> T~ and ||tt(tm)||x —> oo. But 
since 7 < 1, according to the result in Lemma 3.3 below (that may be seen as an a 
priori estímate on (3.1)) the alternative (ii) cannot hold. Then T = oo, and we obtain 
global existence and uniqueness of mild solutions. Further regularity of u is obtained 
as usual, by means of parabolic estimates [17, VII-10] (those estimates are readily 
extended to apply for boundary conditions such as (1.3)) and imbedding theorems 
[17, II-3]. D 
Now we prove that the additional conditions (1.6) and (1.7) are compatible with 
the model (1.1)-(1.4). 
LEMMA 3.2. If a classical solution o/(l.l)-(1.4) satisfies (1.6) (respectively, (1.7)) 
att = 0, then (1.6) (respectively, (1.7)) holds for all t > 0. 
Proof. Let (A, B) be a classical solution of (1.1)-(1.4) satisfying (1.6) (if it satisfies 
(1.7) the argument is similar) at t = 0, and let the pair of functions Ai and B\ be 
defined by A\(x,t) = —B(—x,t) and B\(x,t) = —A(—x,t). The pair (Ai,Bi) satisfies 
(1.1)-(1.3), and since (1.6) holds at t = 0, Ax(x, 0) = A(x, 0) and Bi(x, 0) = B(x, 0) for 
all x € R. Then, by uniqueness of (1.1)-(1.4), Ai(x, t) = A(x, t) and Bi(x, t) — B(x, t) 
for all x € R and a l l í > 0, i.e., condition (1.6) holds for all t > 0, as stated. G 
3.2. A rigorous derivation of the approximate models. As suggested by 
the formal derivation in §2, the approximate models will be obtained, in Theorem 3.4, 
by means of an averaging method. To apply that method we need some estimates 
on (1.1)—(1.4) that hold uniformly as s —• 0 (see Lemma 3.5 below). Two basic 
inequalities that will be used systematically in the proof of Lemma 3.3 are first given. 
Ifu e ^ ( [0 ,1 ] x R) is such that J0 u(x)dx = 0, then 
(3-2) IMkao.ii) < M«*II2,.{]O,ID ' IMIL7UO,ID' 
whenever q> r > 1, where a — \/r - 1/q, and the constant kqr depends only on q and 
r (it is independent ofu). Ifv€ C1([0,1], C) and q > 1, then 
(3-3) IMItacu) * Nli.ao.iD+ ^ H lSo • WM^Q, 
where the constant kqi is defined as in (3.2). 
The inequality (3.2) is given in, e.g., [17, pp. 62-63], while (3.3) is obtained 
by applying (3.2) (and Hólder's inequality) to the function x —> u(x) = \v(x)\2 — 
HIL.,(]O,I[)-
We now give some uniform estimates on the solutions of (1.1)-(1.4). For the 
sake of brevity, we shall not try to obtain the best possible valúes of the bounding 
constants Ko, T, and CQ. Notice that these constants are independent of e, that Co is 
also independent of the particular solution of (1.1)-(1.4), and that Ko and T depend 
on it only through #¿(0). 
LEMMA 3.3. If 7 < 1, for each classical solution of (1.1)-(1.4) and for j = 
0,1, and 2, let the functions t —> <¡>j(t) be defined by 
Then, for j = 0,1, and 2, <f>j satisfies 
(3.5) </>j(t) < K0 for all t > O, and 0j(í) < Co for all t > T, 
where the constante KQ and T (respectively, Co) depend only on 0, 7, 6, (i, 0i(O), 
02(0), and ^3(0) (respectively, on /?, 7, 6, and /i). 
Proof. The estimates (3.5) will be obtained successively for 0o, 0 i , and 02. For 
the sake of clarity we shall simplify the notation as follows. Every constant appearing 
below that depends only on 0, 7, S, fi, <j>i(0), 02(0), and 03(0) (respectively, on (i, 7, 
6, and fi) will be denoted always as K (respectively, as C). 
Step 1. The estimates (3.5) for 0o- Let us multiply (1.1) by Á, (1.2) by B, add 
the resulting equations, take the real part, intégrate on 0 < x < 1, intégrate by parts, 
use (1.3), and apply Hólder's inequality twice to obtain 
dt 
(3.6) 
d
^° = - 2 0 i + 2/x0o - 2 / [\A\* + \B\* - 27|¿|2 |# |2] dx 
Jo 
'/Vi JO < - 2 0 i + 2^0o - 2C / [|A|4 + |B|4] dx < - 2 0 i + 2/x0o - C0§ if t > 0, 
where C = min{l, 1 — 7} > 0. Since 0i(í) > 0 for all t > 0, the estimates (3.5) readily 
follow (with, e.g., K0 = max{0o(O), 2 / Í / C } , C0 = 4/x/C and T = (2^í)-1log[max{l, 2 -
4/VC0o(O)}j if/i > 0, while K0 = 0O(O), C0 = 1, and T = max{0, (0O(O)- l)/C0o(O)} 
if AÍ < 0). 
Step 2. The estimates (3.5) for <f>\. Now, we multiply (1.1) by — Axx, (1.2) by 
—Bxx, add the resulting equations, take the real part, intégrate on 0 < x < 1, intégrate 
by parts and use (1.3). Then, the following equation follows: 
dé>\ 
- £ - = - 202 + 2/x0i 
(3.7) 
- J {2|A|a|i4x|a + 2|B|2|BX|2 + [ ( |¿ | 2 ) x f + [{\B\2)xf} dx + Fi + F2 
for a l l í > 0, where 
Fi = - 7 f [{AÁXX + ÁAXX)\B\* + (BBXX + BBXX)\A\¿] dx 
Jo 
< 4 | 7 | í / " (\A\<¡ + \B\e)dxj ( |¿x*|2 + |Bxx |2)dx , 
F2 = i f [{AÁXX - ÁAXX)(/3\A\2 - 6\B\*) + (BBXX - BBXX)(/3\B\2 - 6\A\*] dx 
Jo 
ir1 r1 i 1 / 2 
<4(|/3| + |¿|) / (|A|6 + |fí|6)dx / (|Axx|2 + |Bxx |2)dx , 
L/o Jo 
or, by using (3.3) (with q = 3), Fi + F2 < C0o(í)[0o(í) + 0i(í)]1 /202(í)1 /2 if í > 0, 
where the constant C is as defined above (in fact, C depends only on /?, 7, and <5). 
Then, (3.7) yields d<j>i/dt < - 2 0 2 + 2/x0i + C0o(0o + (pi)1/2^2 if í > 0, and since 
the function z —• f(z) = — z + cz1/2 (c > 0 being a constant) satisfies f(z) < c2/4 for 
all z > 0, we have 
m * < . w w t « f c i « ¡ft>0. 
Then, if the constant K > 0 is such that 2\i + C2<f>0(t)2/4 < K for all t > 0, we 
multiply (3.6) by K and add the resulting equation to (3.8) to obtain d(4>i+K<¡>o)/dt < 
-K{4>i + K<jx>) + K(K + 2n)(j>0 + C<$/4 if t > 0, and the first estímate (3.5) readily 
follows for (j>\. The second estímate (3.5) is obtained in a similar way, when taking 
into account that it holds for <j>o, and using an appropriate linear combination of the 
inequalities (3.6) and (3.8). 
Step 3. The estimates (3.5) for <fo- Again, we shall use the following equation, 
which is obtained by differentiating (1.1) and (1.2) with respect to x, multiplying the 
resulting equations by — Axxx and —Bxxx, respectively, adding, taking the real part, 
integrating on 0 < x < 1, integrating by parts, and using (1.3): 
(3.9) % = - 2 0 3 + 2/z(¿2 + F 3 + F4 i f í > 0 , 
at 
where fa is defined as in (3.4) and (recall that ce . stands for the complex conjúgate) 
F 3 = (1 + i/3) f [Áxxx {A\A\2)X + Bxxx {B\B\2)x} dx + ce . 
Jo 
< 6 | 1 + /3| / [\A\2\Ax\\Axxx\ + \B\2\Bx\\Bxxx\]dx, 
Jo 
Fi = - ( 7 + i8) f [Áxxx (A\B\2)X + Bxxx {B\A\2)J dx + c e 
Jo 
<2|7 + ¿¿>| / K^IlBxl + IBH^DIflll^xxl 
^o 
+(2|B| | i4, | + |i4||BB|)|i4||Bxxx|]da!. 
But, according to the mean valué theorem, if t > 0, then ]^4(x, t)\2 < 2<j>o(t) + (j>i(t), 
and \B(x,t)\2 < 2<f>o(t) + ^i( í) . Then, by applying Hólder's inequality we readily 
obtain F3+F4< C[<t>o(t) + 0i(í)]0i(í)1/2</>3(í)1/2 for all t > 0, where the constant C 
is as defined at the beginning of the proof (in fact, it depends only on /?, 7, and 6). 
Then, (3.9) yields dfc/dt = -2<t>3 + 2(i<t>2 + C(</>o + 4>Í)4>\/24>\/2 if t > 0, and by the 
argument leading to (3.8) above, 
( 3 .1 0) f < 2 ^ + C 2 ' ^ + / ' » ^ i t í > 0 . 
Now, if (3.8) is multiplied by A = 1 + 2|/¿| > 0, the resulting equation is added to 
(3.10) and the first estímate (3.5) for (¡>o and <j>\ is used, then the following inequality 
is obtained: d{<j>2 + \<¡>i)/dt < —(<f>2 + ^ <f>i) + K if t > 0, where the constant K is 
as defined at the beginning of the proof. By using this inequality, the first estímate 
(3.5) readily follows for fo. Again, the second estímate (3.5) is obtained similarly, 
when taking into account that it holds for <po and (j>i, and using the appropriate linear 
combination of (3.8) and (3.10). Thus, the proof is complete. D 
Now, we show that if £ is sufficiently small, then the solutions of (1.1)-(1.4) satisfy 
approximately (1.20)-(1.23), in an appropriate uniform sense. 
THEOREM 3.4. / / 7 < 1 and 0 < e < 1, let (A, B) be a classical solution of 
(1.1)—(1.3) in —oo < x < oo, t > O, and let the functions V and W be defined by 
/
t + e 4 /» /•t+e4 / 5 
A (y + r/e, r) dr, W(z, t) = £- 4 / 5 J B(z- r/e, T) dr. 
Then, for all y,z GR, and t > O, V and W satisfy 
(3.11) Vt = (l + ia)Vyy + fiV - (1 + i0)V\V\2 + (7 + i6)V{\W\2) + <pi(y,t), 
(3.12) Wt = (l + ia)Wzz + pW-(l + i0)W\W\2 + (7 + i6)W(\V\2) + <p2(z, t), 
(3.13) V {y + 1, t) = V(y, t) exp(- ia) , W{z + 1, t) = W(z, t) exp(io), 
(3.14) V(»,í) = i4(i/ + */e,í) + V'i(w,*)» W(z,t) = -B(«- íA, í )+Ví i (2 ,*) , 
where the spatial average {•) is defined by (1.24) and the functions fj and ipj satisfy, 
for j = 1 and 2, 
(3.15) l lwMHoo, IIV>¿(-,*)l |oo<WB ifi>0, 
(3.16) llv»j(-,í)lloo, ||V'¿(-,í)lloc<Coe1/5 ¿ / Í > T 
for some constants Ko, T, and Co such that Ko and T (respectively, Co) depend only 
on P(-,0)||ff2(]0,i[), ||-B(-,0)||ffa(]o,i[), 0> 7, 6, and \i (respectively, on 0, 7, 6, and 
fi). Here H2(]0,1[) is the usual (complexified) Sobolev is the sup 
norm (if g e C2(R), then \\f\\HH]oM) = \J¿ (l/(OI2 + l/ '(OI2 + l / " ( £ ) l 2 W / 2 and | | f f | | o o = s u p { | S ( 0 | : í e R } ) . 
Proo/. We shall only obtain the estímate (3.15) (the proof below extends straight-
forwardly to obtain (3.16), when using the second estímate (3.5) of Lemma 3.3). 
As in the proof of Lemma 3.3, every constant depending only on ||A(-,0)||íí2(]0;1[), 
ll#(-)0)l|if2(]o,i[); 0i 7) 6> and \i will be denoted always as K. 
Let the functions v and w be defined by 
(3.17) v(y,t) = A(y + t/e,t), w(z,t) = B(z-t/e,t), 
which are readily seen to satisfy, for all y, z 6 R and all f > O, 
(3.18) vt = (1 + ia)vyy + nv - (1 + i0)v\v\2 + (7 + i6)v\w(y - 2í/e, í ) | 2 , 
(3.19) wt = (1 + ia)wzz +fj,w-(l + i0)w\w\2 + (7 + i6)w\v(z + 2t/e, t)\2, 
(3.20) v(y + 1, í) = v(y, t) exp(—ia), w(z + 1, í) = w(z, i) exp(rá). 
Also, according to Lemma 3.5 (see also (3.17) and (3.20)), 
/ (M2 + K I 2 + K v l 2 ) d y + / (\w\2 + \wz\2 + \wzz\2)dz<K if í > o, 
Jo Jo 
(3.21) IK-.OIIoo + IM-,*)!!»^* í f * > o 
for some constant K, where the second inequality follows the first one. Then (3.18), 
(3.19) ímplíes that f0 \vt\2dy + J0 \wt\2dz < K for all t > 0, for some constant K, and 
(see also (3.20)) for all yo, ZQ € R, and all t0 > 0, 
/ / (H2 + KI2 + |%„|2 + hl2)dy 
rto+1 r rzo+1 
/ / (H2 + K I 2 + Kz|2 + KI2)dz 
Jto Uz( 
dt<K, 
dt<K 
'z0 
for some constant K. Finally, by imbedding theorems (the Sobolev space 
i/2-1 (]o, 6[x]ío, to + 1[) is continuously imbedded into the Hólder space C1 /2 '1 /4 ([a, b] 
x[ío,ío + 1]); see, e.g., [11, II-3]) we have 
(3.22) Wy,t2) ~v{y,t{)\ + \w(z,t2) - w(z,t!)\ < K(t2 - í i ) 1 / 4 
if y, z € R, 0 < íi < t2 < h + 1, and this estímate and (3.21) are sufficient to obtain 
the required result. 
To see that, first notice that since 
(3.23) V(y,t) = e-*/5 / v{y,T)dr, W(z,t) = e~A/5 I w(z,r)dT, 
(3.20) readily implies that (3.13) holds. Also, if 0 < e < 1, then by using (3.22) we 
obtain, for all y G R and all t > 0, 
|Vi(y,í)l = £ - 4 / 5 
(3.24) 
/•t+e4/5 
/
t-t-e-'-
(v(y, T) - v(y, t))dt 
< Ke~
4/5 / (í - r)V4
 = (4AT/3)£1/5, 
and the estímate (3.15) holds for rp\ (simílarly it is seen that this estímate holds for 
^2). Finally, to obtain the estímate (3.15) for ¡p\ (it is obtained for ip2 a similar way) 
observe that ipi is given by 
(3.25) ip^y, t) = (l + ¿/3)e-4/5Fi + ( 7 + i6)s~4/5(F2 + F3 + F4), 
as obtained when (3.18) is integrated in ]t,t + e4/5[, and the resulting equation is 
multiplied by e - 4 / 5 , where 
Fi = J v(y,T)\v(y,T)\*dT-e4/5V(y,t)\V(y,t)\2, 
F2 = j [V(y, t) - v(y, r)] \w(y - 2r/e, T)\HT, 
F3 = V(y,t)J [\w(y - 2 r / £ , r ) | 2 - \w(y - 2r/e,t)\2}dr, 
F4 = V(y,t) \e4/s(\W(;t)\*) - J \w{y -2r/e,t)\2dr 
Then, to end up the proof, we only need to show that 
(3.26) \Fj\ <Ke if í > 0 for j = 1,...,4. 
But the first three estimates (3.26) are readily obtained, by the argument leading to 
(3.24), when using (3.21) and (3.22), while the fourth one comes from the following 
expression, which is obtained by means of (3.20): 
I \w(y-2T/e,t)\*dT 
= (e/2)/ Wt,y)M 
Jy-2t/e 
/•Pract(2£-1/5) 
= (e/2)hA(2e-V*){\W(;t)\*) - (e/2) / \v>(t,t)\*dt, 
Jo 
where Int and Fract stand for the integral and fractionary parts, respectively. When 
(3.26) is substituted into (3.25), the estímate (3.15) is obained for ipi. Thus, the proof 
is complete. G 
Finally, if e is sufficiently small, then the solutions of (1.1)-(1.4) that satisfy one 
of the additional conditions, (1.6) or (1.7), are approximate solutions of (1.25)-(1.27), 
in an appropriate uniform sense. 
THEOREM 3.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.4, let us assume that (A, B) 
satisfy one of the additional assumptions, (1.6) or (1.7). Then the function V is such 
that, for all y € R and all t > 0, 
(3.27) Vt = (í + ia)Vyy + »V - (1 + ip)V\V\* + (7 + ü)V{\V\*) + <p{y, t), 
(3.28) V(y + 1, t) = V(y, í) exp(- ta) , 
(3.29) V(y,t) = A(y + t/e,t)+il;{v,t), 
where the functions <p and ip satisfy 
(3.30) I M - , t ) I U \m-,t)\\oo < KoeV* ift>0, 
(3.31) IM-,*)Hoo, \m;t)\\oo<C0e^ ift>T 
for some constants KQ, T, and Co such that KQ and T (respectively, Co) depend only 
on ||-<4(-,0)||H3(]O,I[)> (3, 7, 6, and n (respectively, on(3, 7, 6, and [i). Here the average 
(•), the 7107*771 j | • OQ and the space H2(]0,1[) are as defined in Theorem 3.4. 
Proof. The result is obtained from that in Theorem 3.4 when taking into account 
that if (A, B) satisfy one of the additional assumptions, (1.6) or (1.7), then (\V\2) = 
(\W\2) for all t > 0. G 
Remark 3.6. According to Theorem 3.4 (respectively, Theorem 3.5), each solution 
of (1.1)-(1.3) (respectively, of (1.1)-(1.3), (1.6) or (1.1)-(1.3), (1.7)) satisfies approx-
imately, in the uniform sense of the estimates (3.15) (respectively, (3.30)), the model 
(1.20)-(1.23) (respectively, (1.25)-(1.26)). The estimates (3.16) (respectively, (3.31)) 
are independent of the particular solution of (1.1)-(1.3) (respectively, of (1.1)-(1.3), 
(1.6) or (1.1)-(1.3), (1.7)) that is considered, but they apply only for sufficiently large 
time. 
3.3. Some basic properties of the approximate models. Here we give two 
basic properties of the approximate models, namely, that they are well posed and 
possess a globally attracting set. 
THEOREM 3.7. If'y < 1 and the functions Ao and BQ (respectively, Ao) belong to 
the complexified space of C2+a([0,1]), for some a e]0,1[, and satisfy (1.22) (respec-
tively, (1.26)), then the problem (1.20)-(1.23) (respectively, (1.25)-(1.26)) possesses a 
unique solution, A,B € (respectively, A e )C2+a<1+a/2([0,1] x [0,T]) for all T > 0. 
In addition there is a constant C, depending only on a, /?, 7, 6, and \i, such that, for 
each solution of (1.20)-(1.23) (respectively, (1.25)-(1.26)) there is a constant T that 
satis fies, for k = 0 and 1, 
P(-.<)c*([o,i]) + l|£(-,*)llc*([o,i]) < C (respectively, P||c*([o,i]) < C) 
for all t > T. 
Proof. The proof of the first statement is completely similar to that of Theorem 
3.1, and the second statement is proven by the ideas in the proof of Lemma 3.3. D 
Remark 3.8. If, in addition to the assumptions in Theorem 3.7, fi < 0, then the 
constant C may be taken arbitrarily small; this means that the trivial solutions of 
(1.20)-(1.23) and (1.25)-(1.26), A = B = 0 and A = 0, are globally, asymptotically 
stable in this case. Therefore, if /i < 0, then the dynamics of the approximate models 
are trivial. If 7 = 1 (respectively, 7 < 1), then both approximate models possess 
solutions that are unbounded as t —* 00 (respectively, that blow up in a finite time), 
as is seen by considering spatially uniform solutions of both models. 
4. Concluding remarks. We have considered the models (1.1)-(1.3), (1.1)-
(1.3), (1.6), and (1.1)—(1.3), (1.7) that, as it was explained in §1, are normal forms 
that apply at the onset of the so-called oscillatory instability in a large variety of 
physical problems. In the limit e —• 0, we obtained (formally in §2, and rigorously 
in §3) two simpler approximate models, (1.20)-(1.23) and (1.25)-(1.26). In addition, 
we have seen that both models are well posed, and possess a globally attracting set. 
Some remarks concerning these models are in order. 
(A) Both aproxímate models possess an inertial manifold of finite dimensión. This 
result may be seemingly proved by extending the analysis in [18], on the standard cubic 
complex Ginzburg-Landau equation. 
(B) The approximate model (1.20)-(1.23) possesses a two-parameter family of 
travelling waves of the form V = Rexp(iwt + iky + id), W = 0, or V = 0, W = 
Rexp(iwt + iky + id) for appropriate valúes of the real constants R, u>, k, and d, and 
a four-parameter family of quasi-periodic waves of the form V = Ri exp(¿o;ií + ikiy + 
¿di), W = R2 exp(¿W2Í + ik?y + ¿¿2), for appropriate valúes of the real constants Ri, 
#2, wi, o)2, ki, fa, di, and di (see [19]). These wave-like solutions may lose their 
stability either under uniform or under nonuniform perturbations; in the second case, 
the solutions are said to be modulationally unstable. At the onset of the modulational 
instability, the model (1.20)-(1.23) may be reduced to the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky 
equation (see [19]) that, as is well known, exhibits chaotic behavior. Therefore, we 
may expect chaotic solutions of (1.20)-(1.23) for appropriate valúes of the parameters. 
The same conjecture can be made in connection with the approximate model (1.25), 
(1.26). 
(C) The particular wave-like solutions of (1.20)-(1.23) and (1.25), (1.26) men-
tioned in (B) are such that the moduli of V and W are spatially uniform. More 
general solutions, with spatially nonuniform modulus, are of great physical interest; 
in particular, they provide a description of the so-called blinking states of the original 
model (1.8), which have been detected in experiments (see [10], [11]). Both mod-
els are expected to possess such solutions. In particular, if a = /3 = 6 = 0, then 
it may be seen that every stationary solution of (1.25), (1.26) is such that either 
(i) 0 =constant or (ii) R ^ 0 for all y g [0,1], where R and 0 are the modulus 
and the argument of V. The stationary solutions of type (i) may be obviously ob-
tained in closed form, in terms of elliptic functions. The solutions of type (ii) are 
readily seen to be such that dO/dx = c/R2 for some constant c ^ O ; then R satis-
fies R" + (j,R — R3 — c2/R3 + 7 Í l / 0 R2dy = 0, and this equation is again solved in 
terms of elliptic functions. In addition, the evolution problem (1.25), (1.26) is 
gradient-like (admits the Lyapunov function <p : H2(}0,1[) —• R defined by p(V) = 
/o (\V'(v)\2 - t*\V(y)\2) + Jo (\V{y)\*/2)dy -
 7 [ / 0 1 \V{y)\2dy}2), and the stability of 
these solutions is readily analyzed. We do not include a complete study of these solu-
tions and of their stability because it has been announced in [12]. Sufficient conditions 
for the existence of stable solutions of (1.25), (1.26) in the general (nonreal coefficients) 
case would be of great interest. 
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